
Kismet token

Our specific aim is to help fund non-profit groups that foster creativity, 
especially for young people – to change the destiny of those less fortunate by 
circumstance.

Giving…with more upside

How does it work?


When donating to charity, the benefit is primarily to the recipient, with the donor claiming the 
limited reward of a tax deduction at best.


Kismet Token turns this legacy system upside down – by raising funds for charity and non-profit 
groups via a levy on transactions whilst also benefiting token holders with potential token 
appreciation.


With a very limited supply, autonomous growth-oriented token mechanisms and enormous upside 
potential, our aim is to be a ‘mutually beneficial’ charity token by creating value for both holders 
AND fund recipients.


Philosophy


We believe in the power of art and the humanities to increase our well-being.


By developing creative skills, we build PERMA – Positive Emotion, Engagement, Relationships, 
Meaning, and Accomplishments. Not to mention joyfulness, mindfulness and flow.


More than that, our belief is that creativity in all its forms is actually THE key to putting people on 
a path to self-discovery, growth and meaningful contribution to society.


Creativity isn’t just about art – at its core it’s also learning about life, lateral thinking and the skills 
we need to survive and thrive. Metaphorically, it amounts to teaching someone to fish, rather than 
simply giving them one.


Through art, creativity and observation, we find clarity and the way forward.


To learn more about our values, the science and to see examples, visit; 

The Positive Psychology Centre at the University of Pennsylvania 
ppc.sas.upenn.edu


The Authentic Happiness Website 
www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu


http://ppc.sas.upenn.edu
http://www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu


Using mindful photography to increase positive emotion and appreciation 
psycnet.apa.org/record/2012-22248-021


SnapAppy: A positive psychology intervention using smartphone photography to improve 
emotional well-being 
www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1574119221000377


More references - https://ppc.sas.upenn.edu/learn-more/readings-and-videos/selected-scholarly-
articles


Foundation


Our foundation organisation is USA non-profit SeeingHappy.org


The team at SeeingHappy are a mix of educators striving to share their knowledge and 
psychologists dedicated to increasing happiness in the world – and all are photographers.


In particular, the SeeingHappy school curriculum is a tool being used to stimulate creativity in 
young people, helping to form critical life skills affecting a much larger sphere than just the 
creativity itself.


Funding is needed to ensure the curriculum can be rolled out to schools around the world with 
maximum effect and benefit.


Read more…


Supporting maximally cost-effective charities 

We hope this will be the first of many non-profit groups and charities to benefit from Kismet token.


We welcome suggestions for further project funding opportunities – please don’t hesitate to get in 
touch.


Tokenomics


Kismet is a Binance Smart Chain token.


Positive, sustainable & deflationary features;


• Limited total supply of 88,000,000

• Additional liquidity

• Buy back & burn

• Transparency


Project funding wallet address – bnb1f6ffcz4x99cxtdvqaa6v5thrp2k7307a55xfey


Updates published on https://kismettoken.org when project funds are distributed

 

http://psycnet.apa.org/record/2012-22248-021
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1574119221000377
https://ppc.sas.upenn.edu/learn-more/readings-and-videos/selected-scholarly-articles
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https://seeinghappy.org/
https://seeinghappy.org/about/
https://kismettoken.org/projects/
mailto:contact@kismettoken.org
mailto:contact@kismettoken.org
https://kismettoken.org


As Kismet is a fundraising token, there is an 8% levy on transactions;


• 3% liquidity pool – PancakeSwap V2, liquidity locked

• 2% project funding

• 2% marketing, administration & development

• 1% buy back & burn


View verified BSCscan information;

https://bscscan.com/token/0xad20f5bA6b718447C82d450724E6C4E9292a80d2


View PancakeSwap information;

https://pancakeswap.finance/info/token/0xad20f5ba6b718447c82d450724e6c4e9292a80d2


How to buy


Buy directly via PancakeSwap


Token name – Kismet


Short code – KIS


Contract address – 0xad20f5bA6b718447C82d450724E6C4E9292a80d2


Decimals – 18


If you are unfamiliar with PancakeSwap, please read their very helpful ‘Get started’ guides and 
follow the steps;


1. Create a BNB compatible wallet eg. Trust Wallet

2. Buy or deposit BNB, convert to BNB Smart Chain

3. Add KIS to your wallet token list using the contract address

4. Connect to PancakeSwap

5. Buy KIS


*Note: please ensure you are buying the correct token by only using the contract address above with token 
name Kismet (KIS) – we have no association or affiliation with tokens ‘KismetCoin’ (KISMET), 
‘Kismet’ (KST) or ‘Kismet Luv’ (KLUV).

The fine print


Disclaimer

Kismet token is a decentralised ancillary asset. It exists for the altruistic purpose of fundraising for 
non-profit groups and charities. Investing is Kismet should make you feel good because it helps 
others, and in turn it may help you too.


Due to lack of regulatory clarity, we specifically recommend residents and citizens of the USA 
seek independent professional advice. We also caution residents and citizens of other countries 
and jurisdictions with laws and restrictions affecting cryptocurrencies – including but not limited to 

https://bscscan.com/token/0xad20f5bA6b718447C82d450724E6C4E9292a80d2
https://pancakeswap.finance/info/token/0xad20f5ba6b718447c82d450724e6c4e9292a80d2
https://pancakeswap.finance/
https://docs.pancakeswap.finance/get-started


Algeria, Bolivia, China, Turkey, Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Cuba, North Macedonia, India and 
Vietnam.


Trading cryptocurrencies carries a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for all investors. 
Before deciding to trade cryptocurrency you should carefully consider your investment objectives, 
level of experience, and risk appetite. The possibility exists that you could sustain a loss of some 
or all of your initial investment and therefore you should not invest money that you cannot afford 
to lose. You should be aware of all the risks associated with cryptocurrency trading, and seek 
advice from an independent financial advisor. We do not guarantee a return on your investment.


Any opinions, news, research, analyses, prices, or other information contained on this website is 
provided as general information, and does not constitute investment advice. We will not accept 
liability for any loss or damage, including without limitation to, any loss of profit, which may arise 
directly or indirectly from use of or reliance on such information. All opinions expressed on this 
site are owned by the respective writer and should never be considered as advice in any form.


We make no representation or warranties as to the accuracy and or timelines of the information 
contained herein. A qualified professional should be consulted before making any financial 
decisions.


Privacy 

The website uses cookies for a smooth browsing experience, and tracking code for the purposes 
of advertising placement via Google and social media. We do not collect any personally 
identifiable information.


All updates via https://kismettoken.org and socials
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